JESS CURTIS/GRAVITY PRESENTS

INTERCONTINENTAL COLLABORATIONS 4

MOBILE (US PREMIERE)

• 5 STAR WINNER OF A HERALD ANGEL AWARD AT THE EDINBURGH FRINGE, 2009 •
CREATION/CONCEPTION CLAIRE CUNNINGHAM • IN COLLABORATION WITH JESS CURTIS (CHOREOGRAPHIC INTERVENTIONS), MATTHIAS HERRMANN (MUSIC), MISH WEAVER (AERIAL CHOREOGRAPHY), EMILY LEAP (AERIAL COACH)

DANCES FOR NON-FICTIONAL BODIES (PREVIEW EXCERPT)

CONCEIVED AND DIRECTED BY JESS CURTIS • CREATED AND PERFORMED BY CLAIRE CUNNINGHAM,
JÖRG MÜLLER, MARIA FRANCESCA SCARONI, DAVID TOOLE, JESS CURTIS • ORIGINAL SCORE
BY MATTHIAS HERRMANN • DRAMATURGE/PROVOCATEUR GUILLERMO GOMEZ-PEÑA

FEBRUARY 25–28 2010, 8PM
COUNTERPULSE
1310 MISSION ST. @9TH • SAN FRANCISCO • (CIVIC CENTER BART/MUNI STATION, 14 MISSION)
TH./SUN. $18 – $20
TICKETS: WWW.BROWNPAPERTICKETS.COM OR 1-800-838-3006

WWW.JESSCURTISGRAVITY.ORG • WWW.COUNTERPULSE.ORG • WWW.CLAIRECUNNINGHAM.CO.UK

POSTCARD PHOTOS BY SVEN HAGOLANI, COLIN JARVIE • POSTCARD DESIGN BY BJÖRN ANDRESEN